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Developer's Guide to Social Programming
The new edition of the Green Book now blends the best information from the Graduate Medical Education Directory AND
GMED Companion: An Insider's Guide to Selecting a Residency Program. This new format gives medical students all of the
necessary tools and insight to help them to make one of the most important professional decisions of their careers. By
combining the texts of both of these great resources, readers have at their fingertips all of the residency program
information, plus residency application and career planning resources. The updated and expanded information of the 2006 2007 edition include: The official listings for residency programs at more than 1,700 GME teaching institutions
Comprehensive GME program listings, including program director, address, phone, fax, and e-mail address Lists certification
requirements for 24 medical specialty boards and teaching institutions that sponsor GME programs Contains 6,500
revisions, 100 new programs, as well as updated certification requirements and teaching institutions' listings Information on
fellowship/subspecialty programs, Canadian programs, national medical societies and medical licensure information This
resource is a must to help guide your residency program selection process.
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Beginning iPhone 4 Development
Inexpensive and to-the-point, The iPad Pocket Guide is a complete companion to all the features and functions of the iPad
including: Facetime, HD Video, Mail, Safari, Photos and Video, App Store, iBooks, Maps, Notes, Calendar, Contacts, and
more. It will help you get up-and-running with easy to understand instructions and then show you hidden gems and tips to
make you a true iPad expert.

1983 SAE HANDBOOK.
Provides basic information about the biology, life cycles, and behavior of birds, along with brief profiles of each of the eighty
bird families in North America.

The Columbia Guide to Online Style
OpenLayers 3 : Beginner's Guide
CompTIA Network+ Certification Study Guide, 5th Edition (Exam N10-005)
Describes the best coed and women's colleges, and gives information on safety, support services, curriculum, and financial
aid

The Young Woman's Guide to the Top Colleges
Pass the DCA exam and enhance your DevOps skills by achieving faster deployments, reduced downtime, and continuous
integration and continuous delivery Key Features Strengthen your knowledge of container fundamentals and exploit Docker
networking, storage, and image management Leverage Docker Swarm to deploy and scale applications in a cluster Build
your Docker skills with the help of sample questions and mock tests Book Description Developers have changed their
deployment artifacts from application binaries to container images, and they now need to build container-based
applications as containers are part of their new development workflow. This Docker book is designed to help you learn
about the management and administrative tasks of the Containers as a Service (CaaS) platform. The book starts by getting
you up and running with the key concepts of containers and microservices. You'll then cover different orchestration
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strategies and environments, along with exploring the Docker Enterprise platform. As you advance, the book will show you
how to deploy secure, production-ready, container-based applications in Docker Enterprise environments. Later, you'll delve
into each Docker Enterprise component and learn all about CaaS management. Throughout the book, you'll encounter
important exam-specific topics, along with sample questions and detailed answers that will help you prepare effectively for
the exam. By the end of this Docker containers book, you'll have learned how to efficiently deploy and manage containerbased environments in production, and you will have the skills and knowledge you need to pass the DCA exam. What you
will learn Understand the key concepts of containerization and its advantages Discover how to build secure images and run
customized Docker containers Explore orchestration with Docker Swarm and Kubernetes Become well versed with
networking and application publishing methods Understand the Docker container runtime environment and customizations
Deploy services on Docker Enterprise with Universal Control Plane Get to grips with effectively managing images using
Docker Trusted Registry Who this book is for If you are a system administrator, a developer, a DevOps engineer, or any
professional interested in enhancing your career portfolio by gaining Docker certification, this book is for you. In order to
understand container networking and the use of load balancers and proxies to provide a full-featured Containers-as-aService environment, Linux and Windows user knowledge with some networking skills will be necessary.

Chilton's Repair & Tune-up Guide, Ford Bronco II 1984, All Models
Designing Efficient BPM Applications
This is the first book to combine embedded design, development, interface selection, and PC interfaceing within the same
context.

ABC Pathfinder Railway Guide
The best fully integrated study system available With hundreds of practice questions and hands-on exercises, CompTIA
Network+ Certification Study Guide, Fourth Edition covers what you need to know-and shows you how to prepare-for this
challenging exam. 100% complete coverage of all official objectives for the CompTIA Network+ exam CertCam video
training by the author guides you through difficult topics and exercises Inside the Exam sections highlight key exam topics
covered Two-Minute Drills provide quick review at the end of every chapter Simulated exam questions match the format,
tone, topics, and difficulty of the real exam Covers all the exam topics, including: Basic Network Concepts * Network
Protocols and Standards * Networking Components * Subnetting and Routing * TCP/IP Utilities * Wireless Networking *
Remote Connectivity * Wide Area Network Technologies * Network Implementation * Network Maintenance and Support *
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Network Security * Network Troubleshooting Electronic content includes: Complete MasterExam practice testing engine,
featuring: One full practice exam; Detailed answers with explanations; Score Report performance assessment tool CertCam
video training With free online registration: Bonus downloadable MasterExam practice test

CompTIA A+ Certification All-in-One Exam Guide, Ninth Edition (Exams 220-901 & 220-902)
A CEA-CompTIA DHTI+ Exam Guide and Desktop Reference--All in One! Get complete coverage of all the material included
on the CEA-CompTIA DHTI+ Digital Home Technology Integrator exam inside this comprehensive resource. Written by
industry experts, this definitive exam guide features learning objectives at the beginning of each chapter, exam tips,
practice questions, and in-depth explanations. More than 500 photos and drawings visually reinforce key technology
integration concepts. Detailed and authoritative, this book serves as both a complete certification study guide and an
essential on-the-job reference. Get full details on all exam topics, including how to: Plan for new construction and
remodeling projects Design and install a home computer network Install and troubleshoot structured wiring and cabling
Implement distributed audio and video technologies Set up a residential communications system Install and maintain home
security and surveillance systems Design and install a home lighting control system Work with residential automation
controllers Integrate a home control system into the home data network The CD-ROM features: One full CEA-CompTIA
DHTI+ practice exam Complete electronic book

Embedded Systems
In The Developer’s Guide to Social Programming, Mark Hawker shows developers how to build applications that integrate
with the major social networking sites. Unlike competitive books that focus on a single social media platform, this book
covers all three leading platforms: Facebook, OpenSocial, and Twitter. Hawker identifies the characteristics of superior,
highly engaging social media applications, and shows how to use the Facebook platform, Google Friend Connect, and the
Twitter API to create them. You’ll find practical solutions and code for addressing many common social programming
challenges, from site registration to search, blog commenting to creating location-based applications. Hawker concludes by
walking you through building a complete, integrated social application: one that works seamlessly across all leading
platforms, and draws on powerful features from each. Coverage includes Working with the Twitter API, including the Search
API, Lists API, and Retweets API Authenticating users with Twitter OAuth Mastering the Facebook API, FQL, and XFBML
Utilizing the Facebook JavaScript Library for creating dynamic content, and animation Exploring the Google Friend Connect
JavaScript API, and integrating with the OpenSocial API Using Facebook’s tools for sharing, social commenting, stream
publishing, and live conversation Using the PHP OpenSocial Client Library with Google Friend Connect Creating, testing, and
submitting Google Friend Connect gadgets
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The Web Wizard's Guide to Perl and CGI
Pass the FOI exam with a strong foundation in fiber optic technology Fiber Optics Installer (FOI) Certification Exam Guide
gives you a solid foundation in fiber optics and thorough preparation for the Fiber Optics Installer (FOI) certification.
Endorsed by the Electronics Technicians Association, International, this guide serves as both a comprehensive self-study
course and a useful desk reference for aspiring fiber optics installers. Coverage includes the basic principles of light, optical
fiber construction, safety, fusion, mechanical splicing, connectors, fiber-optic light sources, transmitters, detectors, test
equipment, and more. Each chapter meets or exceeds the ETA FOI knowledge competency, with key exam information
highlighted for easy reference. Real-world scenarios illustrate how particular solutions are applied in common working
environments, giving you a clear understanding of to use the tactics in the field. Chapter exercises and review questions
offer plenty of opportunity for practice. This book helps you prepare for certification, and more importantly, the everyday
work the job entails. Determine how much you already know with a pre-study assessment Find key exam information and
terms quickly with chapter-by-chapter objectives Study real-world scenarios to understand how concepts are applied
Pinpoint weak areas with practice and review questions that test your knowledge If you are seeking a strong knowledge
base — and complete exam prep — you will find Fiber Optics Installer (FOI) Certification Exam Guide to be a critically useful
reference.

Wireless Networking Survival Guide
CompTIA Network+ Certification Study Guide, Fourth Edition
This bestselling on-the-job reference and test preparation guide has been fully revised for the new 2015 CompTIA exam
objectives for exams 901 & 902 Written by the leading authority on CompTIA A+ certification and training, this self-study
set has been thoroughly updated to cover 100% of the topics covered on the latest edition of the exam. New topics include
managing and maintaining cellular devices, including tablets; configuring operating systems, including Windows 8, Android,
and iOS; and enhanced, mobile-centered security and troubleshooting procedures. The All-in-One Exam Guide enables you
to take the test with complete confidence. It also serves as a practical reference for IT support and technical personnel.
Bonus electronic content includes: Practice exams with hundreds of accurate questions More than an hour of video training
featuring Mike Meyers Performance-based simulations that prepare you for the performance-based questions on the exam
A collection of Mike's favorite free PC tools Key Features include: Written with the “in the trenches” voice and clarity Mike
Meyers is known for Features pre-assessment tests, exam tips, and “Try This!” sections to reinforce difficult topics Includes
a coupon for 10% off of the exam fee, a $37 value
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Fiber Optics Installer (FOI) Certification Exam Guide
How can Cloud Foundry help you develop and deploy business-critical applications and tasks with velocity? This practical
guide demonstrates how this open source, cloud-native application platform not only significantly reduces the develop-todeploy cycle time, but also raises the value line for application operators by changing the way applications and supporting
services are deployed and run. Learn how Cloud Foundry can help you improve your product velocity by handling many of
essential tasks required to run applications in production. Author Duncan Winn shows DevOps and operations teams how to
configure and run Cloud Foundry at scale. You’ll examine Cloud Foundry’s technical concepts—including how various
platform components interrelate—and learn how to choose your underlying infrastructure, define the networking
architecture, and establish resiliency requirements. This book covers: Cloud-native concepts that make the app build, test,
deploy, and scale faster How to deploy Cloud Foundry and the BOSH release engineering toolchain Concepts and
components of Cloud Foundry’s runtime architecture Cloud Foundry’s routing mechanisms and capabilities The platform’s
approach to container tooling and orchestration BOSH concepts, deployments, components, and commands Basic tools and
techniques for debugging the platform Recent and soon-to-emerge features of Cloud Foundry

Electronics Buyers' Guide
How to Do Everything with Your iMac
Whether you are a hobbyist or a professional web developer, if you wish to use maps on your website, then this book is for
you. A basic understanding of JavaScript will be helpful, but is not necessary. If you've never worked with maps before, this
book will introduce you to some common mapping topics and will guide you through the OpenLayers library. Experienced
developers can also use this book as a reference to OpenLayers 3 components and to further enhance their knowledge.

Getting Started with IBM API Connect: Scenarios Guide
The bestselling CompTIA A+ reference and test preparation guide--fully revised for the new 2012 exam topics Written by
the leading authority on CompTIA A+ certification and training, the new edition of this trusted resource offers complete, upto-date coverage of CompTIA A+ exams 220-801 and 220-802. You’ll find learning objectives at the beginning of each
chapter, exam tips, practice exam questions, and in-depth explanations. Prepare for the exams with confidence! McGrawHill is a Gold-Level CompTIA Authorized Partner offering Authorized CompTIA Approved Quality Content to give you the
competitive edge on exam day. This comprehensive guide also serves as an essential on-the-job reference after
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certification. Covers all exam objectives, including how to: Work with CPUs, RAM, BIOS settings, motherboards, power
supplies, and other PC components Install, configure, and troubleshoot hard drives Manage input devices and removable
media Install, upgrade, and troubleshoot Windows XP, Windows Vista, and Windows 7 Troubleshoot all common PC
problems Install video and multimedia cards Work with smartphones, tablets, and other mobile devices Install and configure
wired and wireless networks Connect to the Internet Protect your PC and your network Install, configure, and manage
printers Work with virtualization technologies Understand safety and environmental issues Electronic content includes:
Practice exams for 801 & 802 with hundreds of questions More than one hour of free video training from Mike Meyers A
collection of Mike’s latest favorite shareware and freeware PC tools and utilities Adobe Digital Edition eBook—free download
(subject to Adobe's system requirements)

Computer Buyer's Guide and Handbook
Let's say you have a killer app idea for iPhone and iPad. Where do you begin? Head First iPhone and iPad Development will
help you get your first application up and running in no time. You'll not only learn how to design for Apple's devices, you'll
also master the iPhone SDK tools—including Xcode—and Objective-C programming principles to make your app stand out.
Whether you're a seasoned Mac developer who wants to jump into the App store, or someone with strong object-oriented
programming skills but no Mac experience, this book is a complete learning experience for creating eye-catching, topselling iPhone and iPad applications. Install the iPhone OS SDK and get started using XCode Put Objective-C core concepts
to work, including message passing, protocols, properties, and memory management Take advantage of iPhone OS patterns
such as datasources and delegates Preview your applications in the Simulator Build more complicated interactions that
utilize multiple views, data entry/editing, and rotation Work with the iPhone's camera, GPS, and accelerometer Optimize,
test, and distribute your application We think your time is too valuable to waste struggling with new concepts. Using the
latest research in cognitive science and learning theory to craft a multi-sensory learning experience, Head First iPhone and
iPad Development has a visually rich format designed for the way your brain works, not a text-heavy approach that puts
you to sleep.

CCA Citrix MetaFrame XP for Windows Administrator Study Guide
The best fully integrated study system available for Exam N10-005 Prepare for CompTIA Network+ Exam N10-005 with
McGraw-Hill—a Gold-Level CompTIA Authorized Partner offering Authorized CompTIA Approved Quality Content to give you
the competitive edge on exam day. With hundreds of practice questions and hands-on exercises, CompTIA Network+
Certification Study Guide, Fifth Edition covers what you need to know--and shows you how to prepare--for this challenging
exam. 100% complete coverage of all official objectives for exam N10-005 Exam Readiness checklist--you're ready for the
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exam when all objectives on the list are checked off Inside the Exam sections highlight key exam topics covered TwoMinute Drills for quick review at the end of every chapter Simulated exam questions match the format, tone, topics, and
difficulty of the real exam Covers all the exam topics, including: Basic Network Concepts * Network Protocols and Standards
* Networking Components * TCP/IP Fundamentals * TCP/IP Utilities * Configuring Network Services * Wireless Networking *
Remote Access and VPN Connectivity * Wide Area Network Technologies * Implementing a Network * Maintaining and
Supporting a Network * Network Security * Troubleshooting the Network CD-ROM includes: Complete MasterExam practice
testing engine, featuring: One full practice exam Detailed answers with explanations Score Report performance assessment
tool More than one hour of video training from the author Glossary with key terms Lab Book PDF with solutions with free
online registration: Bonus downloadable MasterExam practice test Adobe Digital Editions free eBook download (subject to
Adobe's system requirements)

The Sibley Guide to Bird Life & Behavior
Looking for efficiency gains in your business? If you’re a business analyst, this practical guide will show you how to design
effective business process management (BPM) applications. Every business uses business processes—these everyday tasks
help you gain and retain customers, stay profitable, and keep your operations infrastructure functioning. BPM specialists
Christine McKinty and Antoine Mottier show you step-by-step how to turn a simple business procedure into an automated,
process-based application. Using hands-on examples, you’ll quickly learn how to create an online process that’s easy to
use. Each chapter builds on earlier material. You don’t have to have any programming experience to design business
processes—and if you have skills in designing workflows and understanding human interactions with processes, you already
have a headstart. Through the course of this book, you will: Build a prototype of an application page Create the most
frequent use flow in a process, and define the data model Generate real process forms and produce the first version of the
application Connect your application to external information systems, and then build and test the complete application

CEA-CompTIA DHTI+ Digital Home Technology Integrator All-In-One Exam Guide, Second
Edition
Guide to Port Entry
Here is a fully updated version of the best-seller that launched our extremely successful How to Do Everything series. This
friendly, solutions-oriented book is filled with step-by-step examples for using your iMac and offers coverage of Mac OS X as
well as the latest versions of iTools, iMovie, QuickTime, AppleWorks, Palm Desktop, Quicken, and much more.
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Docker Certified Associate (DCA): Exam Guide
Willing's Press Guide
The best IT certification exam study system available for CompTIA Network+ Exam N10-006 With hundreds of practice
exam questions, including new performance-based types, CompTIA Network+ Certification Study Guide, Sixth Edition (Exam
N10-006) covers everything you need to know to prepare for this challenging exam. 100% complete coverage of all official
objectives for exam N10-006 Exam Readiness checklist—you’re ready for the exam when all objectives on the list are
checked off Inside the Exam sections in every chapter highlight key exam topics covered Two-Minute Drills for quick review
at the end of every chapter Simulated exam questions match the format, tone, topics, and difficulty of the real exam Covers
all the exam topics, including: Basic Network Concepts * Network Protocols and Standards * Networking Components *
TCP/IP Addressing * TCP/IP Protocols * TCP/IP Utilities * Configuring Routers and Switches * Subnetting and Routing *
Configuring Network Services * Wireless Networking * Remote Access and VPN Connectivity * Wide Area Network
Technologies * Implementing a Network * Maintaining and Supporting a Network * Network Security Principles * Network
Security Practices * Monitoring the Network * Troubleshooting the Network Electronic content includes: 500+ practice exam
questions Test engine with practice exams and custom quizzes based on chapters or exam objectives NEW performancebased questions NEW Pre-assessment test 3+ hours of video training 20+ lab exercises Quick Review Guide Worksheets
Save 10% on any CompTIA exam voucher! Coupon code inside the book.

National Guide to Funding in Health
Completely up to date, this guide covers Apple's brand-new operating system, OS X Tiger, as well as all current Mac
developments. With illustrations throughout, this easy-to-use book is ideal for both novices and experts seeking more
information.

CompTIA A+ Certification All-in-One Exam Guide, 8th Edition (Exams 220-801 & 220-802)
The Columbia Guide to Online Style is the standard resource for citing electronic and electronically accessed sources. It is
also a critical style guide for creating documents electronically for submission for print or electronic publication. Updated
and expanded, this guide now explains how to cite technologies such as Web logs and pod casts; provides more guidance
on translating the elements of Columbia Online Style (COS) citations for use with existing print-based formats (such as MLA,
APA, and Chicago); and features additional guidelines for producing online and print documents based on new standards of
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markup language and publication technologies. This edition also includes new bibliographic styles for humanities and
scientific projects; examples of footnotes and endnotes for Chicago-style papers; greater detail regarding in-text and
parenthetic reference and footnote styles; an added chapter on how to locate and evaluate sources for research in the
electronic age; and new examples for citing full-text or full-image articles from online library databases, along with
information on how to credit the source of graphics and multimedia files. Staying ahead of rapidly evolving technologies,
The Columbia Guide to Online Style continues to be a vital tool for online researchers.

Crop Protection Handbook 2004
Beginning iPhone 4 Development is here! The authors of the bestselling Beginning iPhone 3 Development are back, with the
same excellent material completely updated for iOS 4 and written from the ground up using the latest version of Apple's
Xcode 3. All source code has been updated to use the latest Xcode templates and current APIs, and all-new screenshots
show Xcode 3 in action. Beginning iPhone 4 Development is a complete course in iOS 4 apps development. You’ll master
techniques that work on iPhone, iPad, and iPod touch. We start with the basics, showing you how to download and install
the tools you'll need, and how to create your first simple application. Next you’ll learn to integrate all the interface elements
iOS users have come to know and love, such as buttons, switches, pickers, toolbars, and sliders. You’ll master a variety of
design patterns, from the simplest single view to complex hierarchical drill-downs. The confusing art of table building will be
demystified, and you’ll learn techniques to save and retrieve your data using SQLite, iPhone’s built-in database
management system and Core Data, the standard for persistence that Apple brought to iOS with the release of SDK 3. And
there’s much more! You’ll learn to draw using Quartz 2D and OpenGL ES, add multitouch gestural support (pinches and
swipes) to your applications, and work with the camera, photo library, accelerometer, and built-in GPS. You’ll discover the
fine points of application preferences and learn how to localize your apps for multiple languages. You'll also learn how to
use the new concurrency APIs included in iOS 4, and make robust multithreaded applications using Grand Central Dispatch.
The iPhone 4 update to the best-selling and most recommended book for Cocoa touch developers Written in an accessible,
easy-to-follow style Full of useful tips and techniques to help you become an iOS pro NOTE: For iPhone 4S or iOS 5 apps
development, please instead check out the next edition of this book, Beginning iOS 5 Development - now available.

Shop Manual
The Rough Guide to Macs & OS X
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Cloud Foundry: The Definitive Guide
IBM® API Connect is an API management solution from IBM that offers capabilities to create, run, manage, and secure APIs
and microservices. By using these capabilities, the full lifecycle of APIs for on-premises and cloud environments can be
managed. This IBM RedpaperTM publication describes practical scenarios that show the API Connect capabilities for
managing the full API life cycle, creating, running, securing, and managing the APIs. This Redpaper publication is targeted
to users of an API Connect based API strategy, developers, IT architects, and technical evangelists. If you are not familiar
with APIs or API Connect, we suggest that you read the Redpaper publication Getting Started with IBM API Connect:
Concepts, Architecture and Strategy Guide, REDP-5349, before reading this publication.

Graduate Medical Education Directory
This book/CD-ROM package offers the desktop communicator the essential tools of interactive multimedia technology. It
guides the reader through such areas as the process of understanding the capabilities and limitations of the multimedia
technology, and the planning processes.

An Interactive Guide to Multimedia
Geographical listing of nonprofit, nongovernmental organizations that make funds available for health purposes. Includes
national, regional, and local foundations. Entries give such information as financial data, types of support, and application
information. Geographical, subject, foundation indexes.

C++ Builder 5 Developer's Guide
"Reference guide for agrochemicals, fertilizers, and sourcing information."

SQL: A Beginner's Guide, Fourth Edition
The Web Wizard's Guide to Perl and CGI teaches readers how to create Web sites that will have an audience coming back
for more. From writing scripts to analyzing users' data, this book helps readers create well-designed, user-friendly Web
sites. Addison-Wesley's Web Wizard Series is perfect for anyone who wants to create, design, or learn more about Web
sites. Each full-color book provides a concise, easy-to-read, step-by-step introduction to a Web-related topic. For more
information on Addison-Wesley's Web Wizard Series, visit www.aw.com/info/webwizard. *Includes handy reference material.
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*Written in a brief and accessible, step-by-step writing style. *Provides full color screenshots and code examples. *Written
by a college professor who teaches the course. *Contains extensive pedagogy to make material understandable to
beginners. *Assumes no programming knowledge.

Chilton's Repair & Tune-up Guide, Ford Ranger, 1983-84
This fully revised, self-paced learning tool lays out all the necessary steps to quickly and easily start writing SQL programs
Thoroughly updated to reflect the most recent ANSI/ISO standard, SQL: A Beginner's Guide, Fourth Edition will get you upand-running with SQL programming right away. Clear tutorials, annotated code, and proven instructional tools guide you to
easily performing queries and modifications, building databases, creating and reviewing embedded statements,
troubleshooting system- and data-related problems, and much more. You will learn how to retrieve, insert, update, and
delete database data, and perform management and administrative functions. The book also covers new features, including
SQL/XML and the long-awaited temporal support. Code examples are provided throughout along with notes on using them
with the latest RDBMS software versions such as MySQL 5.7, SQL Server 2014, and Oracle Database 12c. Platform-neutral
coverage; all skills can be applied to any database product, and any SQL version Features hands-on exercises and self-tests
that reinforce basic knowledge ”Ask the Expert” sections throughout are filled with bonus information and useful tips

Head First iPhone and iPad Development
Complete instructions are given for troubleshooting and repairing the Bronco's fuel system, engine, electrical systems,
transmission, and brakes

CompTIA Network+ Certification Study Guide, Sixth Edition (Exam N10-006)
The iPad Pocket Guide
Written by high-profiles representatives of the C++Builder-developer community, this book provides: insight into and how
to use the new features; developer-to-developer coverage of critical areas of software development; a free set of
components on the CD-ROM, and detailed coverage of C++Builder-specific development strategies, library usage and
interface features.
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